
About the Course 

The Virtual Activated eXperience (VAX) course is designed to be an educators’ emergency 

toolkit. As such the course is a scaled down version of my full course, which shows educators 

how to be effective at both online and blended teaching and learning.  
 

This is not simply a course on "How To USE tools", although it contains some of that - as there is 

lots of "how to use" videos and manuals, but rather this is a course about HOW TO TEACH 

EFFECTIVELY with technology. The difference between "using" and "teaching" is pedagogy. In 

order to teach online lecturers need to apply appropriate online pedagogies. 
 

This short course, which takes about 4-5 hours to complete, will introduce lecturers to the 

Activated Classroom Teaching (ACT) pedagogies, which have been proven to work both at 

UKZN and at schools around the world. I also share some simple, quick approaches educators 

can use to implement these pedagogies online. 
 

Candidates who successfully complete the course will be awarded an ACT 

Certificate  

The UKZN Teaching & Learning Office (UTLO)  
invites you to participate in 

The Activated Classroom Teaching (ACT) approach 
With Dr Craig Blewett 

The Virtual Activated eXperience (VAX)  is an online course which 

enables academics to learn how to teach effectively with technology   

INSPIRING  

1. To register Click Here to enroll 

2. Login to Moodle using your UKZN username and password.  

3. To automatically enrol in a group, scroll down and enter 

the correct Enrolment key for your School (listed below) then 

click on the Enrol me button.  
 

The Enrolment Keys per College: 

College of Agriculture, Engineering and Science  

Engineering - ACTUKZNsoe1  

Agricultural, Earth and Environmental Sciences - ACTUKZNaees1  

Chemistry and Physics - ACTUKZNcp1  

Life Sciences - ACTUKZNls1  

Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science - ACTUKZNmsc1  

 

College of Health Sciences  

Clinical Medicine - ACTUKZNcm1  

Laboratory Medicine & Medical Sciences - ACTUKZNlmm1  

Health Sciences - ACTUKZNhs1  

Nursing & Public Health - ACTUKZNnph1  

 

College of Humanities  

Religion, Philosophy and Classics - ACTUKZNrpc1  

Arts - ACTUKZNsoa1  

Social Sciences - ACTUKZNss1  

Applied Human Sciences - ACTUKZNahs1  

Built Environment and Development Studies - ACTUKZNbed1  

Education - ACTUKZNse1  

 

College of Law and Management Studies  

Graduate School of Business and Leadership - ACTUKZNgsb1  

Accounting, Economics and Finance - ACTUKZNaef1  

Law - ACTUKZNsol1  

Management, IT and Governance - ACTUKZNmig1  

Dr Craig Blewett has been involved with technology since he first came 

into contact with computers in his second year as a student at the 

then University of Natal, Durban (UND) - just missing out on the punch 

card era by one year! Over the years the impact of the computer 

grew - especially with the emergence of the World Wide Web, as more 

and more possibilities for using technology were emerging. Craig 

started lecturing at UND in 1996 and immediately began 

experimenting with using technology to enhance teaching.     

Over the past 30 years, he has been actively involved in using 

technology to enhance modern education. His research and work in education technology 

has been widely featured in the media, and resulted in numerous books and publications 

culminating in the development of one of the first digital age taxonomies of teaching and 

learning. 

About the Presenter 

https://moodle.ukzn.ac.za/course/view.php?id=39663

